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Reviewer's report:

Dear authors,

The manuscript reports on an important topic identifying the associations between leisure time physical activity and vertebral fracture in adults. However, it is somehow difficult to follow the message you are trying to convey. This reviewer suggests that you seek assistance from a professional scientific writer to help out with the flow of the text and clarify some paragraphs. Furthermore, the discussion section needs more work. The discussion would benefit tremendously if you elaborate on reasons that may have led to your findings. For example, what are your thoughts in regards to the lowest prevalence of fractures being present in men's sedentary group? Don't you think that this finding is counterintuitive? Do sedentary men have less fractures because they do not move around and, therefore, are not exposed to possible injuries?

Please see my point-by-point comments below:

ABSTRACT
PG 2, line 27: should read: prospective follow-up data (2001 to 2007)
PG 2, line 30 and 34: please spell out DXA and BMD

INTRODUCTION
PG 3, line 54: It is not clear what increase the risk of future fractures? "This" what?
PG 4, line 68: the burden? You mean, economic burden? Please clarify.

METHODS
PG 9, lines 182-183: please describe/clarify what phantom measurements are.

RESULTS
PG 12, line 240-243: were the results on highest and lowest statistically significant? please state.
PG 12, line 242: the statement "similar prevalence in all physical activity groups in women" is not true. According to Table 2, prevalence was only similar for sedentary and highly active. Please revise.
PG 12, Table 2: How about performing a test statistic to compare subgroups (i.e., sed, mod active and highly active)?
PG 13, line 254: "two years younger than moderately and highly active subjects" - was this statistically significant? Please state.
PG 13, Table 3: How about performing a test statistic to compare subgroups (i.e., sed, mod active and highly active)?
PG 14, line 262: Results on Fig 1 need a better description: were those changes statistically significant? If yes, it needs to be stated.
Did women change more than men? What happened to 6.3% of the women and 8.1% of the men that were left out of the changes in physical activity? The sum of the percentages does not add up to 100%... why?

DISCUSSION

PG 17, line 304: the statement "even fewer longitudinal studies" should be revised. It appears to me that there is a good amount of longitudinal studies, which surpasses the number of cross-sectional studies cited in the discussion...
PG 18, line 310-312: How about discussing the results on women in the "moderately/ high intensity" group being less likely to have a vertebral fracture as compared with women in the "low intensity group". Isn't that important to highlight? Clinically relevant?
PG 18, line 321-326: So these are conflicting findings - with the study in Chinese stating that a more active occupation is associated to less fractures, while the study in Asian showing that a labor intense occupation, such as farmer, is associated with more fractures. I believe that is the main message that you have to put in perspective here and discuss about it.
PG 19, line 328: larger than what? Than the previous studies or your study?
PG 19, line 330: what were the results that support the present study?
PG 19, line 341: This is a very important topic for discussion. How would you elaborate on how these confounders played a role in the analysis clinically speaking?
PG 19, line 346-347: This info goes along with the Asian study in farmers. And why is that? What are your thoughts on why heavy physical activity would increase the risk for fractures?
PG 20, lines 364: A discussion on this surprising finding should be expanded. Why do the authors think that there was no association between physical activity and fractures in older subjects?

PG 20-21, line 372-373: how many years would be ideal? I believe that 6 years of follow-up from your study was fair enough.
PG 21, line 385: why would those confounders be important? How would they have changed the results of your study?
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